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Solutions Atlantic Licenses Rulefinder for the RRS Rules Library 

Strengthens the Leading Solution for Shareholding Disclosure 

 

Boston, MA, 25 Sept 2013 – Timely and accurate regulatory intelligence is critical to the reliability of the 

Regulatory Reporting System (“RRS”), Solutions Atlantic’s purpose built solution that automates the 

workflow process for global shareholding disclosure, monitoring and reporting.  Solutions Atlantic has 

chosen to license RuleFinder Shareholding Disclosure from Derivative Services LLP to serve as a primary 

source of regulatory intelligence for the RRS Rules Library.  This solves a critical issue for Solutions 

Atlantic’s customers by enabling them to keep up to date with developments in this key area.   

“Having access to one of the market leading products for regulatory intelligence allows Solutions 

Atlantic to rapidly expand the regulatory coverage of our Rules Library, quickly anticipate and respond to 

regulatory changes, and focus more deeply on functionality,” said Mitchell Greess, CEO of Solutions 

Atlantic. 

Derivative Services LLP has been offering online legal information services for more than a decade and 

serves over 6,500 users worldwide across its services.  Derivative Services LLP is an affiliate of Allen & 

Overy LLP, a leading “magic circle” international law firm with more than 40 offices worldwide.  

There is a heavy burden on financial institutions to track and maintain a detailed understanding of their 

regulatory obligations as it relates to shareholding disclosures.  Access to an automated solution based 

on reliable regulatory intelligence alleviates this exposure.  To this end, RRS customers will benefit from 

direct access to Rulefinder Shareholding Disclosure which includes the rules and regulation for 

substantial shareholdings, short selling, sensitive industries, takeovers and issuer requests for more than 

75 countries.  

Clients that leverage RRS to automate their workflow and Rulefinder Shareholding Disclosure to deepen 

their regulatory knowledge have the best defense in capturing disclosure obligations proactively. 

 

 

Solutions Atlantic is the market leading provider of large position disclosure solutions to the global 

financial services industry.  For more than a decade, Solutions Atlantic has been at the forefront of global 

regulatory obligations as it pertains to large position and short selling disclosures.  Solutions Atlantic is 

headquartered in Boston, MA.   
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